The Student Happiness System ™
The Student Happiness System™ will positively transform your students
emotional health and wellbeing and provide you with actionable data.

STUDENT EXPERIENCE
The Student Happiness System™ is designed for students to give emotional feedback on a weekly basis.

Happicon Family

Our Happicon family consists of 7 custom made emojis.
These universal symbols are how students communicate daily;
68% of people receive one or more emoji message per day.
My friends from last year have all dropped me. I don’t fit
in any more as I don’t have a smartphone like they do.
My mom can’t afford one right now.

Customizable Field

Customizable questions & free text fields – free text is more likely
to be acted upon versus radial button surveys.

Once the survey is completed the student will be prompted with 3 options and a Weekly Resilience Campaign.

Scheduling App

Thank you!

Thank you for your valued feedback! Have a great week!
OPTION TO TALK: Would you like to speak with someone about your entry?

Yes

No

Students may speak with counselor or
staff psychologist regarding their entry.
The platforms link to a Scheduling App
for easy counselor calendar access.

Want to leave a private message? Click the Confidential icon.

Click to view your Weekly Resilience Campaign
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Weekly Resilience Campaign
If you are experiencing a crisis or feel you need to speak with a
professional immediately, click the phone icon to connect.

Schedule An Appointment
MONDAY (7/1/19)

The capacity to cope positively in
the face of challenges and adversities.
Videos, wellness messages and
motivational content connect with
students and foster resiliency.

Weekly Resilience Campaign

wellness challenge

Safety & Security
Confidential messaging is available so students can leave
a private message to administration to warn of intended
harm, ill will, or anonymous input.

Contact Patricia Kloehn to schedule a demonstration
HealthWide Solutions, Inc. | Edwards, CO
pkloehn@healthwidesolutions.com
Phone: 800.403.8349 Cell: 617.821.4308
www.healthwidesolutions.com
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BACKEND REPORTING
All survey feedback flows into dynamic and customized worklists
for counseling or school staff to review and act upon.

Weekly reports and drill down graphics illustrate individual
and school health.

Our NLP quadrant plot shows you exactly where your school needs
to focus efforts to move students from high frequency, negative
sentiments to high frequency, positive feelings.

Natural Language Processing Synthesizes Free Text and arranges
themes with correlation. It also applies sentiment analysis.

Emotional Scorecards

Emotional scorecards share monthly, quarterly and annual progress
to help each student gauge their emotional state and steer them to
awareness of how they feel and provide help if necessary.
Students showing repeated stages of struggle can be triggered
on worklists for counseling.

